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THE WORLD'S MOST ADVANCED
VIDEO MANAGEMENT PLATFORM
Award winning Imagen keeps your media safe for the long term, engages 
your audience and maximises the full value of your video.

ABOUT IMAGEN
Over the last 20 years Imagen has become 

the business critical tool for broadcasters, 

media companies and sports rights holders. 

It is a highly versatile video management 

platform that is also used by the Ministry of 

Defence, and UK Security as well as preserving 

collections of national importance for the 

British Library and the BFI.

Imagen manages media for some of the world’s 

biggest brands, preserving large collections of 

video for the long term and enabling controlled 

access and distribution through a secure, scalable, 

highly customisable web platform. 

Featuring powerful ingest workflows and best-in-

class media asset management, Imagen provides 

a convenient and cost-effective way to manage 

and monetize content without the need for 

hardware expenditure and hosting expertise. 

Imagen delivers a premium performance for 

premium content - allowing end-users to search 

large video libraries in seconds, playback proxies, 

create edits, run workflows and download high 

resolution content.

CONTINUAL INNOVATION
Once the preserve of large broadcasters and 

enterprises, Imagen seeks to democratise 

video management by leveraging a virtualized, 

software-based infrastructure and public 

cloud storage to deliver a highly scalable 

solution that is within the budget of any size 

organisation.  
 
Awarded Global Digital Asset Management 

Entrepreneurial Company 2015 by Frost and 

Sullivan, Imagen takes the cost and complexity out 

of video management by pioneering an innovative 

Opex, cloud based architecture.  
 
The Imagen software is continually evolving with 

a highly focused and skilled development team, 

robust process of management and quality control. 

The software adopts best practices in maintaining 

currency with technical advances with a flexible 

architecture and open API’s. 
 
Responding to rapid changes in video consumption 

trends and the proliferation of connected devices, 

Imagen's roadmap provides continual innovation 

-  optimising the end user experience for a wide 

range of B2B and consumer audiences. 

MANAGE YOUR MEDIA -
LONG TERM
Best in class digital 

preservation and online 

access for video, images, 

audio and documents. 

Keep your content safe 

and easy to access.

B2B LICENSING AND
B2C SVOD
Imagen is ready to take 

secure payment from 

your customers and the 

payment is made directly 

to you – the content owner.

SEARCHABLE AND 
CUSTOMISABLE
Elegant and intuitive 

web interfaces for easy 

search and retrieval via a 

branded website. Play, edit, 

download and share your 

media.

CONTROLLED ACCESS
Customers, staff, public or 

private, Imagen gives you 

full control over who can 

access your content and 

what they can do with it. 

IMAGEN FOR SPORT
Speed to market, choice and ease of 

access are critical to maximising the 

value of your content. Imagen protects 

your media and connects your content 

with fans and commercial partners 

around the world – increasing ROI and 

unlocking the value in near-live and 

legacy video libraries.

IMAGEN FOR MEDIA
Imagen helps production companies 

to commercialise and distribute 

their programme libraries more 

efficiently via a highly secure, self-

serve B2B content portal. Manage 

media operations from one powerful 

platform; license content and deliver 

broadcast quality files to partners and 

key customers faster than ever before.

IMAGEN FOR ENTERPRISE
Imagen provides self-service access to 

large libraries of HD corporate media 

assets through a branded web-based 

platform.  With a premium experience 

for staff, customers, partners and PR 

teams, your business can extract the 

greatest value from your media assets 

and increase the coverage of your 

brand.

TRUSTED BY LEADING BRANDS TO
MANAGE, MONETISE & DISTRIBUTE 
SOME OF THE WORLD’S
MOST VALUABLE MEDIA.



ONE: SYSTEM 
COMPONENTS
Imagen Enterprise Video Platform 
comprises core modules designed 
to deliver an elegant and simple user 
experience out-of-the-box; yet are 
highly configurable allowing you to 
meet your specific business purpose. 

6 System Specification  |  Imagen 7
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IMAGEN MEDIA 
CONTROL CENTRE
The Imagen Media Control Centre (MCC) is 
the processing engine and the central point 
through which all modules communicate 
with the database.  Your system comes 
pre-configured with a basic database and 
workflows for describing your content and 
ingesting media.

Through an intuitive web administration portal, you can add, edit or 

remove database fields; set default user access permissions and design 

sophisticated media workflows. MCC also has an extensive API to allow 

integration with third party systems or extension through custom 

applications.   

Full documentation can be found at

www.developers.imagenevp.com

WORKFLOW MANAGER
A workflow describes the business and technical 

processes within the system. Imagen’s flexibility 

is derived from its ability to make as many 

workflows as needed to suit evolving operational 

requirements. 

Workflows can be created and modified using a 

“drag and drop” graphical interface, setting the 

parameters for each stage. In this way it is very 

simple to respond to changing video formats, 

including the need to add logos, timecodes or 

metadata.

Imagen can be configured to automate file ingest 

and transcode or media can be directly uploaded via 

the ImagenWeb interface.

System Components  |  Imagen Media Control Centre

STORAGESERVICE
StorageService manages the storage and retrieval of 

assets for the media archive.  

Any original assets or subsequent renditions created 

within Imagen are assigned a UMID (Unique Media 

ID) when the asset is stored.  The UMID is used for 

all subsequent media access, providing storage 

vendor independent uniform access to your content.  

StorageService also provides advanced replication 

features to ensure you have more than one copy of 

your critical media files (subject to additional licencing 

costs), and for peace of mind, file integrity checksums of 

all stored material.  A simple interface allows you to 

direct different media profiles to storage paths on your 

network to optimise cost-effective use of your available 

storage.
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DATABASE
Imagen uses a MySQL database to manage all 

metadata and user access permissions.  The 

system allows for tightly regulated controls over 

who can view, update, delete and run workflows.

The system administrator has full flexibility over the 

database schema, being easily able to add, edit or 

delete fields including:

•  Free-text (such as title, summary and
   description)

•  Numeric

•  Pick-lists (e.g. Genre: Comedy, Sport,
   Entertainment)

•  Date and time-date

These can be assigned as mandatory or optional and 

can be automatically indexed by the Imagen search 

engine.

IMAGEN GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION NETWORK
Imagen Global Distribution Network feature 

automatically replicates large libraries of media to 

any number of strategic PoPs using public cloud 

infrastructure. This ensures that customers can 

access and download large broadcast quality files 

quickly from their nearest local host. 

Simply choose your global Points of Presence from 

Imagen’s browser based management interface and your 

high resolution library will be automatically replicated to 

new locations.

Imagen GDN provides a premium performance for 

premium content, allowing B2B or B2C customers to 

search entire video libraries in seconds, playback proxies, 

create edits, run workflows and download high resolution 

content at high speed from a data centre in their region.

It is now economically viable to monetise content 

across multiple territories in multiple ways; delivering a 

subscription based VOD platform for consumers, while 

catering to your production and broadcast partners’ high-

resolution needs – through a secure, scalable and highly 

customisable web platform.

IMAGENWEB
One web interface to manage all your 
media assets and provide world class 
engagement for your audience through a 
branded portal.

The interface is simple to use, easy to rebrand and configure to 

your business requirements, serving as your archive management 

tool, content management system, company’s website and      

video-on-demand platform. 

The administration portal allows you to manage user access 

permissions, workflows and design templates.  

Your audience will enjoy an intuitive video-on-demand style 

experience to locate, engage and process content.

System Specification  |  Imagen 11
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Take full control of your valuable media library – from automated ingest 
through to direct user payments and analysis of content consumption 
with Imagen's award winning media management tools.

 Video transcoding and image conversion                    
 to wide range of codecs & format

  Simple to use browser based schema   
management

 Fully documented API interface for easy   
 integration

  Powerful dashboards give you up  
 to the minute information on usage

 

  Easy to customise to suit your existing branding 
and web styles 

  Batch Ingest and cataloguing tools for rapid 
onboarding and content indexing

  Comprehensive user management and 
permissions 

  Imagen’s workflow component automates  
 complex tasks

  

MEDIA MANAGERS

INGEST
Imagen gives you great flexibility for adding content 

to your platform. Powerful media management 

tools help you on-board large amounts of new 

content or legacy archives in the shortest possible 

time.

•   Web browser based uploads and cataloguing

•   Import video, images, audio or documents

•   Add metadata during or post ingest via web   
 interface

•   Batch or single file uploads in one operation

•   Workflow selection for power users or auto 
 selection for standard users

•   Select timecode settings

•   Secure, automated ingest through REST via 
 fully documented API

•   Add a wide range of timed text files for improved  
 searching and navigation of video collections or   
 for use as subtitles: (CSV, EVS, XML, SRT, VTT)

•  Select ‘Poster Frame’ for the best looking video   
 preview image

•   Upload custom icons for content sets without
  images (e.g. bespoke audio and document 
 images)

•   Ingest directly from Dropbox and OneDrive

METADATA ENTRY AND CREATION
There are many ways to add descriptive, 

technical and time based metadata to your 

media so that it is catalogued and easy to find. 

Imagen provides web browser based interfaces for 

easy metadata entry of single or multiple media 

records, an API to import data from files or external 

platforms, plus innovative tools to increase speed, 

efficiency and accuracy for professional logging 

teams.

MEDIA MANAGERS
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IMAGEN MEDIA LOGGER
Imagen Media Logger (IML for short) creates 

consistent time based metadata which can be 

used to search within long form video. 

During real time playback, administrators or 

logging teams can click or tap away on a grid of 

customisable keywords, emojis, chapters, phrases 

and participants to generate rich, searchable 

metadata which will be displayed and synchronised 

alongside the video as annotations.

Logging uses a pre-defined grid of keywords or 

phrases which can be customised and arranged 

and saved as layouts. Imagen Media Logger ships 

with a range of example grids to get you started. 

EVS IP Director grids or XML files can be imported 

directly into Imagen for pro sports video logging. 

AUTOMATED TRANSCRIPTIONS
An optional Imagen module is available to 

automatically generate searchable annotations 

from audio tracks contained within video or 

audio files. 

This speech to text processing enables large 

volumes of uncatalogued video to be indexed and 

searched using words in a regular search. Please 

contact your Imagen rep for pricing information.

AUTOMATED FACE DETECTION
Faces within digital images can now be 

identified using Imagen’s facial recognition 

feature. 

Imagen highlights the faces ready for tagging by 

administrators so individuals can be found later 

during searches. 

MEDIA MANAGERS

WORKFLOW
Imagen’s workflow component automates 

complex tasks to streamline business and 

technical processes. Workflows take care of 

storage, format conversion, notifications and 

file distribution.

•   Drag and drop interface for easy workflow  
 construction

•   Video transcoding and image conversion to a  
 wide range of codecs & formats

•   Burn graphics or metadata into video and  
 images

•   Mute and fuzz parts of video and audio
 Automated thumbnail generation and 
 sequencing

•   Job monitoring interfaces, priority queues, job
 counts, logging and email notifications

•   Automated media detection recognises media  
 type and sends to appropriate workflow  

•   Set storage retention periods for your assets –  
 add sunrise and sunset dates

•   Connect to multiple storage devices/locations  
 for flexible architecture and local/
 geo-redundancy

•   Multi-channel audio transcoding 

•   Jobs management UI in the ImagenWeb
 control panel

•   Job progress available to see on record web  
 page or admin interface

•   Retry failed jobs from the record page

PARTIAL FILE RESTORE
Imagen PFR creates high resolution clips 

directly from the master file without the 

time consuming overhead of re-indexing or              

re-transcoding. 

EDL (Edit Decision List) data from a clip request 

made by the end user is used to extract the target 

content from long-form video. A wrapper is added 

and the high resolution file is delivered via Imagen 

Accelerated File Download without any significant 

time spent processing the requested content.
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IMAGEN API
Imagen’s API enables Imagen owners to extend 

the functionality of their current platform. 

The fully documented REST APIs provide access to 

the Imagen system for record and media creation 

and management. OAuth is used to provide 

security for those calls that require it and OAuth is 

also used to identify both users and applications. 

The API can be used for system integration and 

can establish secure connections with third party 

services and databases. 

Full documentation:  
developers.imagenevp.com

DATABASE
Imagen’s browser based database management 

interface makes it easy to create & modify your 

own db schema without any prior knowledge of 

SQL.

•   Simple to use browser based schema
 management

•   Set up and manage new database fields in a 
 few clicks

•   Create a wide range of field data types and 
 limits (e.g. free text, date, list picks etc.)

•   Select fields for indexing by Imagen

•   Set permissions for editing fields

•   Specify default values for fields

•   Mapping tools for legacy data imports

MEDIA MANAGERS

System Components |  ImagenWeb

ACCESS CONTROLS
Granular permission and access controls enable 

system administrators full control over who can see 

your media and what they can do with it. 

•   Set up individual and group permissions and   
 default access rights

•   Single Sign-On/LDAP/IDP or email authentication

•   Manage user accounts and passwords

•   Manage roles and responsibilities with granular 
 permission sets 

•   Enable access to single media items or content sets at  
 group or individual level

•   Custom registration data fields, automatic or manual  
 user validation

•   Ban or suspend users, geo-local limitations, 
 comments moderation

•   Secure sharing of private content with anonymous  
 users

•   Create URLs with sunrise and sunset dates to produce  
 time limited links

SINGLE SIGN ON AUTHENTICATION
Single Sign-On (SSO) permits a user logging in with a 

single set of credentials, to have access to multiple 

services, without being prompted for a separate 

username and password for each one.

Imagen offers powerful options for identity management 

and authentication of users. Alongside basic Email and 

Password authenticated accounts, Imagen allows users 

to sign in using their existing corporate/enterprise 

credential via secure SSO. Imagen’s standards based 

(SAML2) implementation of SSO has proven support for a 

wide variety of identity providers (Including; AFDS, Azure 

AFDS, Shibboleth, IBM IAM, OneLogin, etc.).

STORAGE AND INFRASTRUCTURE
Imagen is highly scalable and able to flex as your 

system grows with elastic bandwidth, storage and 

compute power available on demand. 

•   Simple set up Global Distribution Network for low  
 latency access to large libraries of high resolution  
 content across multiple locations

•   Automated backup of storage database with UMID  
 references & configurable Geo-redundancy

•   Data migration service tools offer easy exports
  and ability to port large collections of media to
 new storage locations

• Elastic system resources offering scalable 
 bandwidth, storage and compute power – for any  
 size system - simply dial up or down to suit 
 demand

MEDIA MANAGERS

IMAGEN ACL (ACCESS CONTROL LIST)
Every record, media object and collection in an 

Imagen database has its own Access Control Lists. 

These are lists of the users, groups, departments 

and organisations that have the right to view or 

modify the media object.

When a new database record, collection or video 

is added, its Access Control List is initialized with a 

copy of the Default Access Rights that have been set 

as general parameters in the Media Control Centre. 

System Administrators and users with appropriate 

access levels are able to modify the default 

permissions and are able to control which users are 

able to view individual media items – e.g. Public, or 

only by a group or individual.

The batch permissions update tool can be used to set 

permissions for large groups of objects in just a few 

clicks.
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SYSTEM AND USER ANALYTICS
Simple to use dashboards give you up to the 

minute information on platform performance and 

engagement rates, helping you to manage your media 

more effectively and improve the user experience.

•   Browser based access to system health dashboards  
 and full event logs

•   Asset level reporting including storage analysis and  
 consumption

•   Google Analytics integration; user demographics and  
 traffic analysis

•   Advanced User Intelligence dashboards for viewership  
 insight and up to the minute information on
 engagement rates including:  

       
       - Session activity
       - Download and playback statistics
       - Drop off rates
       - Most active users

CONTENT MONETISATION
Generate revenue from your content through 

highly customisable subscription VOD packages 

for B2C audiences or license clips online through a 

credit-based payment system. 

Imagen’s flexible payment model enables your B2B 

customers to make granular credit payments for every 

second of content they need. Simply set values for 

credit per unit of duration and set licensing terms to 

define appropriate usage.  

•   Credits based payment system for B2B licensing
  customers (pay for what you use)

•   Tiered content access – free and/or premium

•   Promote and market your content through easy 
 to customise content pages – e.g. seasonal 
 collections or special offers.

MEDIA MANAGERS

MEDIA MANAGERS

CONTENT PUBLISHING
Create any number of webpages to help promote 

and support your media archive. WYSIWYG 

page editors allow administrators (or users with 

sufficient privelege levels) to create and publish a 

range of custom pages such as ‘latest news’, ‘about 

us’, ‘privacy policy’, ‘licensing and pricing info’, blog 

posts and much more.

•   Menu text

•   Template text (e.g. footer text)

•   Custom Pages (e.g. About Us)

•   News Articles 

Content stored in your Imagen media archive can 

be embedded within the pages to create beautiful, 

feature rich web pages. A number of customisable 

Imagen widgets are also available to help you easily 

insert dynamic content into the pages - such as 

carousels and thumbnail galleries. Access controls can 

also be applied to content pages. 

WEB INTERFACE CONFIGURATION
Imagen Enterprise Video Platform gives 

businesses and organisations complete control 

over the way their content is accessed via a 

customisable web interface. Changing logos, 

background images or modifying player or 

preview widgets is simple using Imagen’s Content 

Management System.  

Administrator level users can simply click on the 

pencil icon to edit sections of the website – to change 

the look and feel and also to add supporting text or 

images. Additional content pages and menus can be 

added to create a fully featured website around your 

video management platform.

•   Multiple out-of-the-box themes or create your own  
 themes through developer API

•   Multi-language support for automatic localisation

•  Range of configurable media view widgets 
 included in your theme – media player, carousel,   
 content grids, collection viewer etc.

•   Simple point and click controls to change logo and  
 background images

•   Full menu management for optimised navigation

•   Create supporting web page content for your 
 platform with Imagen’s WYSIWYG Content 
 Management System

•  SEO and Google Analytics support
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LANGUAGE LOCALISATION
Imagen is able to deliver web page content in the 

user’s preferred language. Imagen stores any 

number of translations for user generated web 

page content (e.g. home page welcome text) and 

then displays it dynamically based on browser 

language preferences. 

BROWSER AND PLATFORM SUPPORT
ImagenWeb is designed to be used by the latest 

version of popular web browsers, specifically:

• Internet Explorer 

•  Mozilla Firefox 

•  Safari

•  Microsoft Edge

•  Google Chrome
 
Earlier versions of these browsers and alternatives 

may not deliver the full range of ImagenWeb 

functionality. 

ImagenWeb is accessible via iOS devices and many 

Android devices. There is a reduced range of 

functionality on these and other mobile devices, for 

instance, whilst ipads and tablets and smartphones 

can provide an elegant search and streaming 

service, it is not possible to create clips and 

download content to mobile devices.

IMAGEN THEMES
Your Imagen installation will come preinstalled 

with the ‘Classic’ theme which can be easily 

customised to suit your brand using point and 

click controls to upload logos and and graphics. 

Imagen’s Content Management tools also allow 

Admin level users to add supporting content 

and navigation menus. 

MEDIA MANAGERS

System Components |  ImagenWeb

CUSTOMISABLE PACKAGE
Our standard themes are available in a range 

of colours and enable you to create custom 

menus, insert brand logos, add pages and edit 

supporting content with an easy to use WYSIWG 

(What-you-see-is-what-you-get) page editor.

MEDIA MANAGERS

PERSONALISED PACKAGE
Imagen’s stock themes can be modified to incorporate your brand elements. Change the colours, 

fonts and choose from the available Imagen widgets to give your site a tailored look and feel. Your 

Imagen Project Manager will work with you to agree the modifications required and all changes will be 

delivered by an experienced Theme Developer.

BESPOKE THEME PACKAGE
Imagen can provide a fully customised user interface for your Imagen system based on your designs.

An Imagen Theme Developer will build a bespoke web experience tailored to your specification
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IMAGEN FOR
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Create the best possible experience for your users with Imagen’s highly 
configurable web interface. Your customers will experience a fully branded, 
cutting-edge range of features for searching, streaming, clipping, licensing and 
downloading media.

  World class video player, interactive timeline,  
and annotations for navigating video 

  Embed video players in third-party websites, 
or presentations

  Time based metadata synchronised with 
streaming video 

 Subscribe to content or license online with  
 easy micro payments

 

 Basic and advanced searches for video,  
 images, audio and documents 

  Online clip editing and acclerated download  
in a variety of formats 

 Create playlists, add comments, share via 
 social media networks and email

 Toggle between multiple audio tracks and  
 subtitles

  

System Components |  ImagenWeb System Specification  |  Imagen 23

LIVE STREAMING
Imagen can display live streams directly to logged in or public users through the ImagenWeb 

interface. Using a valid RTMP path the live feed can be set up as an Imagen record which can be 

watched, archived, logged, found in a search, collected, clipped and shared on social media.

LIVE CAPTURE SET UP
Add your RTMP server URL and stream keys to 

set up your live feed.

 

LIVE STREAM PLAY AND TIMESHIFT
Scheduled events with specific start and end 

times (such as a sporting event, or keynote 

speech) or continuous live playout (from a TV 

station for example) can both be configured for 

live viewing.

For time limited events, timeshift controls in the 

player can be accessed to pause, rewind and fast 

forward through the available content.

The incoming ‘growing file’ can be captured and 

added to your Imagen media library where it 

becomes an archived asset which can be accessed 

and used in the same way as any other media file.

LIVE STREAM CLIPPING & PUBLISHING
Users with appropriate permissions are able to 

clip sections of the live stream using Imagen’s 

clipping tools. With a section of the stream 

selected, the edit can be sent to a workflow – 

for one-click publishing to social media, sharing 

with colleagues, downloading and more.

LIVE LOGGING
Time based metadata can be applied to the live 

feed using Imagen’s Media Logger. 

Users with access to this feature are able to click/

touch a matrix of predefined keywords to quickly 

describe events in real time. Rich metadata made 

up of actions, phrases and participants can quickly 

be applied to the live stream. Applying time based 

metadata to your video allows end-users to 

navigate and find specific moments in long form 

video content more easily.

[See Imagen Media Logger]
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YOUR AUDIENCE
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SEARCHES
Finding the content in any large archive is easy 

with Imagen’s faceted search facility. Enter a 

word or phrase into a search box and click the 

search button. Large hitlists can be made more 

manageable with filtering and sorting controls 

(e.g. date range, genre) to produce more 

relevant search results.

Advanced search features allow users to 

interrogate the database using specific fields with 

narrow criteria. Complex queries can be saved to 

your account page for rapid access to common 

searches.    

•   Faceted searching with result filters and sorting  
 controls

•   Flexible results formatting – choose list, grid or  
 dynamic page view

•   Advanced searches based on individual field  
 query

•   Time based metadata searches locates action on  
 video timeline

•   Spatial annotations highlight areas within media

•   Saved searches for fast repeatable queries

•   Multi-select toolbar for batch process

•   OpenSearch RSS feeds available for any search

•   Quick access to previously saved searches from  
 any search box on the site

•   Video length now shown on thumbnail for time  
 based media

TIME BASED SEARCHING
One of Imagen’s most powerful features is 

its ability to allow users to search for specific 

moments within long form video content. 

Where shotlist or time based metadata has 

been applied to the video content, users can 

jump straight to the most relevant moment in 

the video where the action takes place. 

Markers on the video timeline highlight where the 

search term or phrase is located – sometimes more 

than once, so the user can navigate to multiple 

reference points. 

Users can also search through the time based 

annotations  using the filter tool within the 

annotations list to locate specific moments within 

the video.

MEDIA PLAYER
The desktop browser player makes your media 

look great and is easy to customize to match 

your brand. 

•   Video player – smooth playback across any device 

•   Video stills – navigate long form video through  
 thumbnail snapshots

•   Playback duration in seconds or timecode  
 baseline

•   HLS dynamic streaming for optimised viewing  
 and content protection

•   Annotations and subtitles search within video  
 using descriptive data

•   Full screen view, volume controls, seek bar

•   Toggle between elapsed time or professional  
 timecode view 

•   Expandable volume control – settings   
 remembered per user

•   Thumbnail previews on the seek bar for faster  
 browsing

•   Keyboard shortcuts for power users and   
 professionals

•   Fast forward (x2, x4) and slow motion (x0.5, x 0.25  
 and 0.125) seeking

•   Subtitles – toggle on and off
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YOUR AUDIENCE

YOUR AUDIENCE

INTERACTIVE TIMELINE 
The interactive timeline gives you greater 

control when seeking through video with a 

zoomable timeline to preview the action in 

detail – frame by frame – even if the media is 

several hours long. 

The timeline also displays annotation elements 

– such as emojis, chapter titles and participants – 

creating a highly visual and intuitive way to navigate 

large volumes of video data.

•   Interactive timeline synchonrises with the main  
 player

•   Use onscreen controls or mouse wheel to zoom  
 into the video timeline

•   Timeline contains chapters, emojis and   
 participants from annotations

•   Thumbnail and waveform representation on  
 timeline for rapid navigation

THUMBNAIL OVERVIEW
When looking for a particular shot in a video 

file, particularly in the absence of subtitles to 

search, it can be very useful to view stills at a 

5s, 10s, 15s or other time interval. The user can 

simply click on an image and playback from that 

point in the video file.

 

MULTI STREAM AUDIO SELECTION AND PREVIEWS
Audio waveforms help users navigate audio 

content by producing a visual representation 

of the audio file – enabling them to identify 

silence, beats and music. The Imagen media 

player also enables users to switch between 

multiple audio tracks – for seamless toggling 

between language options.

•   Multiple language options easily accesible from  
 the player

•   Only streams the audio track requested to  
 minimise bandwidth

•   Waveform preview makes it easier to detect  
 dialogue, music, silence etc. 
 

SAVED SEARCHES & NOTIFICATIONS
Users can be notified when new content is added to Imagen based on criteria set in 

saved searches. Subscribers can choose to be notified daily or at the moment new 

content fitting their criteria is added to the platform. Users are also updated on the 

availability of new content if the access settings change for a specific record. 

Multiple saved searches can be created by a user and individually controlled to set frequency 

of update. Notification emails sent to subscribers can be branded and customised by the 

system administrator. 

Administrators can also create notifications for new users joining the system based on their 

criteria. End-users can unsubscribe from notifications at any time. 

Users can also subscribe to RSS feeds to receive updates based on saved search criteria.
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YOUR AUDIENCE

YOUR AUDIENCE
System Components |  ImagenWeb

CLIP AND DOWNLOAD
Users are able to create clips from video, 

save these clips in private workspaces, 

share workspaces with peers or download.  

Downloads can be controlled by user privileges; 

for instance internal staff could receive a clean 

copy made from the master, whilst external 

researchers would receive only a water-marked 

or time-coded proxy.

•   Set edit points on video timeline to create and  
 name unlimited clips 

•    Generate clips for collections and playlists; share 
with other users

•   Set permissions for power users to edit and  
 download high resolution content
•   Partial File Restore for high speed file processing 

•   Dedicated segmentation tools allow admin  
 level users to re-package and produce shorter,  
 searchable media assets from long form content. 

•   Accelerated File Downloads – high speed delivery  
 of high resolution assets

•   Edit, Segmentation and Download permissions  
 can be set for groups, individuals and applied at  
 the asset level

•   Users can batch order clip downloads of every  
 clip they have in a collection

•   Users can batch order on behalf of another user

•  Publish clip on social media - burn in 
watermarked logos and add comments to  
your post 

ACCELERATED FILE TRANSFERS
Users with sufficient access permission can 

download high resolution files directly from the 

browser. Imagen's Accelerated File Downloads 

(AFD) feature provides secure high speed access 

to original and master files in the shortest time 

possible.

AFD uses a client application on the user’s desktop 

to manage the process. The application uses an 

alternative method to conventional ftp based file 

delivery and is available to download free of charge.

ANNOTATIONS
Annotations are time based descriptive 

metadata which are applied to long form 

video content to improve searchability and 

navigation.

For video or audio files, a long sequence can be 

broken down into a logical sequence and specific 

category markers applied to the timeline to 

highlight chapters and participants - such as actors, 

players, or staff. Short text codes can also be used 

to insert a wide range of emoticons to bring a visual 

appeal to the timeline.

Spatial annotations can also be applied to mark out 

areas on images with descriptive metadata or 

names of objects or individuals – or to ‘fuzz out 

‘sections which don’t have rights clearance.

LIVE STREAMING
Users can access live streams via the media 

player.  Streams are accessed as ‘live’ imagen 

records and can be searched, collected and 

manipulated just like any Imagen record.

Time shift controls are available to pause, rewind  

and fast forward through the live feed from a 

time specific occasion such as a sporting event. 

Continuous streams from a TV station or camera 

can also be viewed.

For users with appropriate permissions, the live 

feed can also clipped, downloaded and shared  

via social media.
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LICENSING CONTENT  
& PAID FOR ACCESS
End users can access a range of content through 

payment gateways - with tiered options offering 

a range of Subscription VOD packages for B2C 

audiences. For B2B clients, broadcast ready files 

can be licensed and downloaded directly from 

Imagen.

B2C SUBSCRIPTIONS
System administrators can easily use the back 

end management interface to create content 

packages (e.g. bronze, silver, gold), set access 

levels, pricing and billing intervals. Payments 

are processed through Stripe - a secure 

payment intermediary.

Customers can easily check their account details, 

see billing history and even upgrade or downgrade 

their account at any time.

 

B2B LICENSING
Imagen’s flexible licensing and payment 

features enable your B2B customers to make 

granular credit payments for every second of 

content they need.

The credit payment system removes tedious 

card transaction and checkout processes and 

encourages greater consumption by enabling your 

customers to access and download the content 

they need more quickly.

Simply set values for credit per unit of duration and 

assign packages to your customers. 

Users can clip discrete sections or access entire 

videos and choose licensing options which define 

territory usage and duration - or any other options 

set up by the system administrator. 

Full details are available in the users account page 

-  where the content can always be redownloaded.

System Components |  ImagenWeb

YOUR AUDIENCE

YOUR AUDIENCE

SHARING AND ENGAGEMENT
Administrators or end-users are provided with 

a range of tools to easily syndicate content 

via third party platforms or add comments 

to media to improve collaborative working or 

provide feedback.

•   Embed content in third party websites, emails,  
 blogs and presentations

•   Share content via twitter, facebook, google+
 and more

•   Add comments and appoint moderators to  
 manage interaction

•   RSS feed – automatically supply customers with  
 regular content updates 

SOCIAL MEDIA PUBLISHING
Imagen now makes it easy to publish content 

direct to social media. Select a clip from any 

video with public access using the timeline 

navigation tool. Choose a workflow to post the 

media to one or more social media platforms. 

Multiple records can be selected from the hitlist 

and batch published to social media in one action.  

Your social media publishing workflows can also 

burn in watermarks or logos. 

At the point of posting, a dialogue box allows 

comments to be added by the user. Alternatively 

default text can be set as part of the social media 

workflow configuration – e.g. ‘Here’s our video of 

the day. See more great clips at… ’. 
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TWO: DEPLOYMENT 
OPTIONS
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Imagen can offer two distinct deployment
methods:

• Cloud system provided by Imagen as a fully managed service,

 inclusive of compute, bandwidth and storage. 

• On-premises requiring you to provision your own hardware  

 and provide Imagen with remote access to install and service.
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IMAGENCLOUD
When deployed as a cloud system, 
Imagen is a highly scalable platform, 
instantly available for ingesting,     
cataloguing, transcoding, publishing 
and promoting your content through 
a fully customisable cloud hosted 
website.

Deployment Options |  ImagenCloud

Each instance of ImagenCloud is a discrete 

system.

The compute resources allocated to you are for 

your organisation alone. When you join, we create 

a new instance, should you wish to leave, this is 

turned off and ceases to exist, including removal of 

all data from storage.

ImagenCloud can be deployed in a number of 

geographical locations. Regions and sub-regions 

can be selected to meet your preference, however 

unless otherwise specified the ImagenCloud 

instance will be deployed in the North Europe 

region, Dublin, Ireland.

REGION LOCATION 

Central US Iowa

East US Virginia

North Central US Illinois

South Central US Texas

West US California

North Europe Ireland

West Europe Netherlands

East Asia Hong Kong

Southeast Asia Singapore

Japan East Saitama Prefecture

Japan West Osaka Prefecture

Brazil South Sao Paulo State

Australia East New South Wales

Australia Southeast Victoria

United Kingdom West

United Kingdom South

The system's performance is determined by the 

environment on which it operates, with three 

basic variables:

COMPUTE RESOURCES
The number of Central Processing Units (CPUs) 

available for data processing. The Imagen software 

has been designed to scale and flex to suit different 

cases. Under heavy loads, performance will begin 

to deteriorate, so the number of CPUs can ramp 

up or down to ensure the optimal performance of 

your system to meet your business objectives and 

budget.

BANDWIDTH
All inbound data sent to ImagenCloud is included. 

The number of concurrent users accessing the 

system and the data they request will determine 

the amount of outbound data needed. Bandwidth 

is dynamically assigned and billed according to 

consumption over and above the allocation in your 

package.

STORAGE
The volume of media files on your system 

determines how much storage you will need. Your 

recommended system size requirements will be 

estimated before deployment, and additional 

storage can be added at any time to fit your needs.

TERMS & CONDITIONS
Full ImagenCloud Terms and Conditions of Service 

are available at

www.imagenevp.com/imagen-terms/
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SUPPORT
3 levels of support are available with differentiated response times and priority routing.

Email Support 

Phone Support

Support initial response time

8 x 5

8 x 5

Critical: 2hrs

Urgent: 4hrs

High: 6hrs

Medium: 12hrs

24 x 5

24 x 5

Critical: 2hrs

Urgent: 4hrs

High: 6hrs

Medium: 12hrs

24 x 7

24 x 7

Critical: 1hrs

Urgent: 2hrs

High: 4hrs

Medium: 8hrs

STANDARD ADVANCED PREMIUM

ON-PREMISES
Imagen is available to install on your own 
infrastructure or virtual environment.

The system performance will be highly dependent on the attributes 

of your servers, storage and network capabilities
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IMAGEN INTERNATIONAL
OPERATIONS CENTRE
Prometheus is Imagen’s client system 

monitoring portal. It is used by our support 

team at our International Operations Centre in 

Cambridge UK to provide full visibility on the 

status of all customer platforms around the 

clock.

The Prometheus software monitors all aspects 

of Imagen system health such as performance 

of transcoder, media control centre and storage 

service to ensure full operational capacity is 

maintained. 

Alerts are immediately issued to the support 

team should any fault be detected and more 

comprehensive diagnostic information is provided.
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SERVERS
Imagen can be scaled to meet the demands of your archive. Imagen can be installed as software only on 

your own physical or virtual infrastructure or is available pre-installed on servers to meet your specific 

requirements. The following illustrates a typical Imagen stack: 

10 GE Switch

8 Gbps Fiber Channel

Media Control Center

Transcoder Server 1

Transcoder Server 2

Transcoder Server 3

Storage Server

Storage

Web server

10 Gbps Ethernet

VIRTUAL MACHINES (VM) ENVIRONMENTS
The performance of the software is highly dependent on the network architecture and the amount of compute 

resource available.  In a virtual environment, whilst possible to install all components onto a single Windows VM 

instance, the Imagen services can compete for resources and the whole system will appear slow. As a minimum 

we recommend that the transcoder be on a dedicated machine, regardless of whether the other components 

are to be combined.  Performance is equally highly dependent on the network and storage IO.

For an enterprise level performance and 

anticipated demand on your system, the following is 

recommended:

1. Imagen Media Control Centre 

This will require a dual core virtual machine. This is not 

unduly network or IO intensive. 

2. Imagen Storage Service

A single core VM should be sufficient for smaller 

archives (<10TB).  For larger systems dual core will 

be required. This is network intensive as it is the 

machine that stores and has files read from it.  If the 

storage location for the media is on the same VM 

disk infrastructure then it is IO intensive and a more 

powerful VM is recommended.

3. Imagen Web

This can be a small scale Windows or Linux machine.

4. Imagen Transcoder

Transcoding media is a network and disk IO intensive 

process as it reads in original media and writes out 

renditions to its own drive before they are moved to 

the storage location. Each core can process a single job 

at a time. For large media input/outputs multiple VMs 

are recommended.

STORAGE
Storage options vary widely, this can include direct or 

network attached storage, comprising spinning disc and 

optionally an LTO tape library.
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Find out how Imagen has become a 
business critical tool for broadcasters, 
media companies and sports rights 
holders. 
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THE PREMIER LEAGUE
Case study...

The Premier League Archive is a branded, self-serve 

content portal used to distribute the latest matchday 

action as well as providing access to over 5,000 matches – 

all through one highly secure, elegant web platform.

Powerful searches, online clipping and hassle free credit-based 

consumption allow the Premier League’s broadcast clients to 

quickly locate the content they need from a large library of 

exclusive content. Individual players, greatest goals and 

matchday interviews can all be located in seconds thanks to 

detailed shot list metadata – synchronised with video playback.

The result is a premium platform for premium content – 

optimised to facilitate discovery, offer enhanced choice and 

deliver broadcast ready video assets at blistering speeds to a 

global customer base.

Video management and distribution in a league of its own • Auto import and sync of Opta shotlist data

• 5000+ complete matches from 12 seasons

• Auto distribution to 4 global Imagen PoPs

• Clip or download entire games

• Monthly credits system for rights holders

• Curated pages for clubs and seasons

• Fully annotated archive for fast searching

• Rapid delivery of broadcast quality
   files using Imagen AFD

• Detailed match day data and team sheets

• Matches shotlisted using Imagen Media Logger

KEY FEATURES:

THIS SERVICE SETS A NEW
STANDARD FOR GLOBAL CONTENT 
MANAGEMENT 
Head of Production, Premier League

“

“
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ENDEMOL SHINE
Case study...

As a producer and distributor, Endemol Shine Group works 

on a unique local and global axis, comprised of 120

companies across the world’s major markets, dedicated to 

creating content that enthralls and inspires. Imagen 

provides secure and easy access to their catalogue and 

plays a vital role in marketing and distributing content 

from its many subsidiaries including Tiger Aspect, Initial,

Zeppotron, DSP and others.

Staff and B2B customers are able to search Endemol Shine’s 

range of programming and stream video via a secure, branded 

web interface. The system’s configurable permission structures 

enable Endemol Shine staff to set up a range of features and 

controls for its internal and external visitors based on role, 

allowing users to download, create collections, clip, and share, 

leave comments and update catalogue metadata online.

B2B licensing platform for Endemol Shine UK’s
programme portfolio.

• Granular access for staff and customers

• Dedicated pages for subsidiaries

• Hot folder automated ingest

• Faceted searching with filtering and sorts

• Embed video clips in external website

• Share programmes via social media

• In-page metadata updates 

• Curation of content according to genre

• Fully branded web interface

KEY FEATURES:

IMAGEN PROVIDE A GLOSSY,
FULLY SEARCHABLE AND EASY
TO USE SYSTEM 
Mark Cotterel, Endemol Shine’s Head of IT

“

“
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GATEWAY CHURCH
Case study...

Hosting more than 30 years of teachings from renowned 

pastor Dr. Jack Hayford, the church’s online library is

designed to provide a working legacy, storing and

distributing all types of media to subscribers – helping 

them to save countless hours in sermon preparation.

This out-of-the-box archive and media management solution 

for Dallas based Gateway Church has been extensively

customised to deliver a fully branded, financially self-sustaining 

SVOD (Subscription Video on Demand) platform with options 

for annual or monthly subscription payments or donations. 

With access to a range of audio files and transcripts which will 

equip pastors, teachers and church leaders for more effective 

ministry, the platform has been built with scalability in mind to 

handle increasing demand for the teachings of Dr Jack Hayford. 

Delivering over 30 years of treasured teachings

• B2C payment gateway for access to content 

• Content curated according to topics

• Monthly or annual subscriptions 

• 15 day free trial available

• One point of access for staff worldwide

• Supporting content published through Imagen   
   CMS features

• Free previews of archive content

• My Library and My Account for easy content
   management

• Transcripts and audio files available for download

KEY FEATURES:

IMAGEN’S OUT OF THE BOX
SOLUTION WAS PERFECT FOR US
AS IT PROVIDED THE FLEXIBILITY 
FOR THE LIBRARY TO GROW.
Brett Huckins, Executive Director of Technology
at Gateway

“

“

Case Studies  |  IMG Replay
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IMG REPLAY
Case study...

IMG Replay distributes the world’s largest sports archive, 

dating back more than 100 years. IMG use Imagen as their 

B2B footage licensing platform; managing and marketing 

content from over 40 leading sports federations and

governing bodies.

Production teams and film researchers can search quickly 

and accurately across thousands of hours of long form video 

content which has been indexed to the second using Imagen’s 

Media Logger for rapid and consistent time based metadata 

entry. 

Cutting edge tools allow customers to locate, clip, preview and 

share content. The highly customisable platform also allows 

staff to promote partner pages and publish media rich news 

items using powerful content management tools.

Iconic moments at the touch of a button • Regular news updates to promote new content

• Dedicated partner pages

• Curated collections of editorial content

• Full tournament and player profiles

• Automated ingest from IMG corporate MAM

• Email or Single Sign On authentication

• Case Studies of how IMG content has been used

• Clip and download proxies for fast comping

• Multi-language news and features pages

KEY FEATURES:

OUR AIM HAS ALWAYS BEEN TO 
CREATE THE WORLD’S BEST SPORTS 
ARCHIVE AND THIS IS A MAJOR 
STEP IN ACHIEVING OUR GOAL. 
Richard Wise, Senior Vice President, IMG

“

“
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REUTERS NEWS ARCHIVE
Case study...

Serving a global customer base of film researchers, 

producers and broadcast customers and featuring some 

of the most compelling and highly acclaimed news footage 

ever captured, the Reuters News Archive provides rapid 

access to nearly 1m licensable clips through a secure, easy 

to search Imagen platform.

Approximately 100 new clips are added every day; news stories 

are automatically imported from Reuters’ cloud storage and are 

published by content licensing specialists Screenocean, who 

also use Imagen to market clip sales for Channel 4, Channel 5 

and leading UK TV and film production companies.

The highly configurable platform also integrates with Salesforce 

CRM so that requests for footage are automatically converted 

into sales opportunities which can be tracked by the sales team.

Search and license clips from Reuters vast archive of
news video footage.

• Auto ingest from Reuters newsfeed via Imagen API

• Curated collections covering popular subjects

• Create clips and download free screeners

• Keyboard shortcuts for rapid video navigation

• Around 100 new clips published every day

• Dynamic permissions for public and
   registered users

• Create collections and share with a community
   of users

• Filter by topic category, region and date range

• Credit Based Payment System

KEY FEATURES:

IMAGEN HAS BEEN THE KEY TO 
GENERATING NEW REVENUE AND 
BREATHING NEW LIFE INTO OUR 
NEWS ARCHIVE. 
Head of Archive Sales, Screenocean

“

“
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CIMPRESS
Case study...

Cimpress (parent company of Vistaprint) produce

hundreds of videos each year - many need to be accessed 

by employees all over the world, at times very shortly after 

the video is created.

Using Imagen as its internal video sharing platform, Cimpress 

host hundreds of videos for their global workforce of 6,500 

employees in 40 offices across the world. The content ranges in 

style and size, from CEO messages, to business presentations, 

product demonstrations, company successes and

achievements, and ‘telepresence’ meetings where confidential 

information is sometimes shared.

The flexibility of Imagen’s video platform means Cimpress can 

tailor it to its needs, from matching the company’s brand

requirements to configuring user group permissions for

sensitive content.

Maintaining business agility and staying ahead through
better video management 

• Internal video sharing platform

• Easy access for 6,400 employees in 40 offices worldwide

• Granular access controls manage access to sensitive data

• Access using company Single Sign On

• One point of access for staff worldwide

• Easy publishing of features content on homepage

• Advanced search or faceted simple search

• Reduces burden on corporate IT Infrastructure

• Rapid delivery of time sensitive content to staff globally  

KEY FEATURES:

IMAGEN PROVIDES SCALABILITY
WHILE MAINTAINING SPEED AND
EASY ACCESS.
Liam McDonnell, Lead Communications Specialist, 
Cimpress.

“

“
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ATP MEDIA
Case study...

ATP Media is the global sales, broadcast production and 

worldwide distribution arm of the Barclays ATP World Tour 

Finals, ATP World Tour Masters 1000 and ATP World Tour 

500 tournaments.

Imagen plays host to ATP Media’s archive, enabling 

broadcasters and clients to search, playback, make clips and 

license content. The archive, which spans from 1990 to the 

present day includes full match action, behind the-scenes foot-

age and interviews.

The Imagen system also takes near-live content from ATP

Media’s tournaments and publishes the media just minutes 

after the live event. Secure links are provided for broadcasters, 

news agencies and other clients to download the latest high 

resolution content at high speed using Imagen’s Accelerated 

File Download feature.

High speed distribution of near-live content and controlled
access to the ATP Media Archive.

• Fully branded content management platform

• Exclusive access to footage from 270 tournaments

• Monthly credits system for rights holders

• Full tournament and player profiles

• Automated ingest from ATP tournaments

• RSS notifications of new content to subscribers

• High speed file delivery of broadcast quality files

• Shotlisted content for pin point accurate searching

• Faceted searching including sorting and filters

KEY FEATURES:

IMAGEN PROVIDED ALL THE
COMPONENTS WE NEEDED TO 
SHARE OUR MEDIA EASILY
AND SECURELY. 
Stuart Watts, - COO, ATP Media

“

“

BBC MEDIA ACTION
Case study...

BBC Media Action has helped to change people’s lives 

around the world through educational TV and radio

programmes. BBC Media Action were finding that much 

of the video content produced by the charity was isolated 

within its country of origin. Accessing and sharing footage 

for use in other regions was difficult, limiting their ability to 

share learnings between country teams.

By entering into a partnership with Imagen, managing and 

distributing BBC Media Action’s video content via a centralised 

media library has helped achieve a number of crucial

organisational benefits including improved collaboration, saving 

time locating video assets, flexible 24/7 access on any device 

and peace of mind knowing that content is stored safely 

off-site in the cloud as well as acting as a website to promote 

the charity.

An online multimedia archive enabling project teams to 
efficiently share editorial content. 

• Single repository shared across multiple regions

• Easy to find and share editorial content

• Simple worldwide access via a web browser

• Create clips, make collections and download

• Online ordering of file formats for PowerPoint

• User training delivered through Imagen platform

• Accelerated File Download for faster access
   to media

• Single Sign On for BBC Media Action staff

KEY FEATURES:

ALL THE FLEXIBILITY AND
FUNCTIONS WE NEED IN
ONE PACKAGE
Mike Wells Programme Officer, BBC Media Action

“

“
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Imagen Ltd
1 Grange Court, Covent Garden
Willingham, Cambridge
CB24 5AH

Imagen Ltd holds the ISO/IEC 27001:2013 certification - a comprehensive 

international standard achievable in information security management that 

validates the security practices we have adopted to ensure the confidentiality, 

integrity and availability of client data.

Imagen Ltd holds ISO 9001:2008 certification, the internationally recognised 

standard for quality management. Our Quality Management System (QMS) 

promotes the development of continual improvement, focus on customer 

satisfaction and traceability through the implementation of various 

management system processes. +44 (0)1954 262 000

info@imagenevp.com

www.imagenevp.com
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